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Abstract: MANETs have been focused for many years but still it is main area for research due to its challenges. Various types of
attacks and problem like congestion are major reasons for its existence in research. Various attacks are DOS attack, black hole
attack, grey hole attack, wormhole attack, Sybil attack, fabrication attack and replay attack etc. congestion occurs when demand is
greater than available resources. This problem can be avoided by RED (random early detection) scheme. Congestion can occurs
due to various reasons like by replay attack, by limited resources, by link failure, by malicious attacker. Congestion lead to dos
attack. In previous work congestion can be avoided by using improved RED. In our work we try to remove congestion by using
improved random early detection scheme but the difference is, we using window size approach which in directly solves the denial of
service attack. This approach doubles the security because if DOS is due to the retransmissions or replays then it can be detected
by keep check on messages.

I. INTRODUCTION
A MANET is a multi-jump remote system that is shaped
alertly from an aggregation of versatile nodes without the
help of a concentrated organizer. Presently engendering
extent is restricted, every portable node has just constrained
data, for example, its own ID and the Medium Access
Control (MAC) location of its one-jump neighbors [2].
Thusly, if two hubs are not inside of the radio spread range,
a multi-bounce, through one or more moderate hubs, is
obliged to forward bundles. With late execution progression
in remote innovation, compact registering stages and little
remote gadgets get to be basic gadgets of our everyday life.
The utilization of a convenient gadget is obliged by its
vitality, making force preservation the most discriminating
issue for compact gadgets and their applications [10].
1.1 Mobile Ad Hoc Network
A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is composed of a group
of mobile, wireless nodes which cooperate in forwarding
packets in a multi-hop fashion without any centralized
administration [1]. Uses of MANETs happen in
circumstances like front lines, real hazardous situations, and
outside get-togethers. A working gathering called
"MANET" has been shaped by the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) to concentrate on the related issues and
empower explore in MANET. MANETs are self-arranging
remote systems with no unified control. At this very
moment scope of versatile hubs is normally little, the hubs
must coordinate with one another to keep the system alive
[2]. The correspondence between two hubs ordinarily
incorporates a few halfway hubs sending the information

bundles between the endpoints. Each hub goes about
presently. The hubs can impart with no settled foundation.
The hubs, for example, cell telephones, portable PCs and
PDAs, inMANETs are for the most part lightweight and
they work on batteries. The life of a hub is straightforwardly
corresponding to the battery in the gadget working at the
hub. There are numerous endeavors going on both in the
business and the scholarly research group to outline
components to spare battery-life in these low fueled devises.
Equipment makers are presently making more vitality
effective gadgets, for example, vitality proficient CPUs, low
power show units, productive calculations for equipment
preparing and high-thickness batteries [8].
Battery force of the hubs is fundamentally devoured while
transmitting parcels (notwithstanding performing the
handling in the hubs). At this very moment, multi-jump,
there are shots of a hub's contribution in information
exchange regardless of not being an objective or a source.
The steering calculation chooses which of the hubs should
be chosen in a specific correspondence. In this way,
directing calculations assume a vital part in sparing the
vitality of a correspondence framework and the life of the
hubs and accordingly of the entire system [6].
Portable Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) give an alluring
answer for systems administration in the circumstances
where system foundation or administration membership is
not accessible. Its utilization can further be stretched out by
empowering interchanges with outer systems, for example,
Internet or cell organizes through entryways. Then again,
information access applications in MANETs experience the
ill effects of element system associations and limited vitality
supplies. While the vast majority of the exploration
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concentrates on Media Access Control (MAC) and directing
layer arrangements, we address these issues by application
level collaboration which uses the region standard and
shared trait to clients' greatest advantage [3].
The components of MANETs and the created issues/issues
are compressed at this very moment:
1.1.1 Wireless medium: Versatile hubs speak with one
another through remote medium, which implies one
transmission can cover all gatherings of people inside of the
transmission range. This telecast nature is likewise alluded
right now Multicast Advantage (WMA) [10].
1.1.2 Multi-hop routes: In MANETs, multi-jump courses
are utilized when a hub corresponds with the hubs that are
out of its quick transmission range. At this very moment Li
and so forth., the ideal throughput for a multi-jump
correspondence is around 1/3 of the throughput of a solitary
bounce correspondence, presently hub can't transmit and get
in the meantime, and the upstream and downstream hubs of
the sending hub can't transmit in the meantime on the
grounds that the bundles would clash at the sending hub [9].
1.1.3 Dynamic topologies: Network topology may change
for MANETs due to node mobility, exhausted power, and
interferences etc. Changing of network topologies may
break existing routes and cause extra overhead for
establishing new routes [2].
1.1.4 Limited resources: In MANETs, the portable hubs
for the most part have limited power supply, restricted
figuring ability, and constrained storage room. Because of
this, information access applications might have the capacity
to work appropriately with minimum re-source conceivable.
That is, information access applications should be vitality
effective and light-weight (not figuring hungry or memoryhungry)[8].
1.2 Types of Mobile Ad hoc Network
1. Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks
2. Intelligent Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks
3. Internet Based Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks
1.3 Attacks in MANET
1.3.1 Passive vs. Active attack
Regularly, inactive assaults intend to take profitable data in
no less than two imparting hubs (presently Figure 4.1(a)) or
even in the entire system. There are numerous varieties of
detached assaults, yet in MANET, there exist two sorts:
listening in and activity examination. Essentially, contingent
upon circumstances, uninvolved assaults can be considered
right now illegitimate activities [5]. On the off chance that
the intention is benevolent, for instance, if the chairman
needs to utilize a few instruments to test the system activity,
keeping in mind the end goal to investigate or account the
system then it is real. In actuality, if the reason for existing

is malignant, one assailant can take important data by testing
the system activity, for example, Mastercard data,
certification email, and after that utilization the data to
illicitly withdraw cash from ledgers or extortion the
casualties [9]. Generally talking, inactive assaults don't plan
to upset the operation of the specific system, yet dynamic
assaults have the capacity to modify the ordinary system
operation [5].
1.3.2 Internal vs. External attack
At this very moment suggests, outer assaults are propelled
by assailants who physically remain focused of the assaulted
system [2]. These assaults more often than not expect to
deny access to particular capacity in the system (i.e. http
movement), or to bring about system clogging or even to
disturb the entire system. While outside assaults would be
hard to be propelled if the system was legitimately arranged
and secured, the interior assaults are much harder to protect
against. One of the reasons is on account of we have a
tendency to shield the system from being assaulted by
untouchables instead of insiders. Additionally on account of
the way that an outer assault can without much of a stretch
be followed contrasted with the inner assault. An outside
assault can turn into an inward assault and the outcome of
the assault would be more genuine. In this manner, there
exist two sorts of interior assailant hubs, one is the
bargained hub, which was examined above, and the other
one is the acting mischievously hub, which is approved to
get to the framework assets however neglect to utilize them
as indicated by the way it ought to be utilized. Assaults
brought about by these inside getting rowdy hubs are hard to
distinguish, for instance, self centered assault in which the
hub is unwilling to expend battery power, CPU cycles or
system transfer speed to forward uninterested parcels,
despite the fact that it anticipates that different hubs will
forward bundles for it [3].
1.3.3 BLACK HOLE ATTACK:
There are two types of attack:1.3.3.1 Single Black hole attack: In this sort of assault, one
malignant hub uses directing convention to assert itself of
being most limited way to destination hub yet drops steering
parcels and doesn't forward bundles to its neighbors [2].
1.3.3.2 Cooperative Black hole attack: Dull opening is a
vindictive center that erroneously answers the course
requests that it has a fresh course to destination and a while
later it drops each tolerant bundle [2]. A dose of authentic
mischief rises if vindictive centers coordinate right now.
This is called useful dull opening attack [7].
II.
RED algorithm
The RED figuring finds out the ordinary line size using a
low pass channel with an exponential weighted moving
typical. The typical line size is stood out from two
constrains: a base and a most compelling edge. Exactly
when the typical line size is not precisely as far as possible,
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no groups are stamped. Right when the ordinary line size is
more essential than the most compelling edge, every
arriving package is stamped. In the occasion that stamped
packs are, undoubtedly, dropped or if all source center
points are useful, this ensures that the ordinary line size does
not in a far-reaching way surpass the most great cutoff.
Exactly when the typical line size is between the base and
most prominent limits, every one arriving group is stamped
with probability father, where father is a limit of the
ordinary line size avg [9]. Every one time a pack is meant,
the probability that a bundle is stamped from a particular
affiliation is by and large in respect to that affiliation's offer
of the exchange speed at the switch. Fundamentally, RED
figuring has two unique parts. One is for figuring the
ordinary line size, which chooses the level of burrstones that
will be allowed in the switch line. It considers the period
when the line is void (the unmoving period) by evaluating
the number m of little packages that could have been
transmitted by the switch in the midst of the unmoving
period. After the unmoving period, the switch figures the
ordinary line measure as if m bundles had arrived to an
unfilled line in the midst of that period. The other is used to
figure the group stamping probability and thereafter choose
how a great part of the time the switch imprints packages,
given the present level of blockage. The goal is for the
change to check packages at sensibly just as separated
breaks, to stay far from slants and sidestep overall
synchronization, and to stamp packages adequately a
significant part of the time to control the typical line size.
III.

Flow of Work
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig 1: Initialization of nodes
By initializing the scenario parameters Queue Type, Queue
Length, Antenna Type, Routing Protocols initialization of
nodes is done. In this Scenario number of nodes is 50.

Fig 2: Movements of Nodes
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In this scenario nodes Initialization of sender & receiver is
done. In this identification of sender & receiver is done i.e
which node will sends the packets & which will receive the
packets After that nodes start moving to their respective
positions

Fig 3: Communication b/w 3 nodes
In this scenario nodes start to communicate with each other.
In this scenario the number of sender is 2 & number of
receiver is 1.

Fig 4: Communication b/w 4 nodes
In this scenario nodes start to communicate with each other.
In this scenario the number of sender is 3 & number of
receiver is 1.

Fig 5: Communication b/w 5nodes
In this scenario nodes start to communicate with each other.
In this scenario the number of sender is 4 & number of
receiver is 1. If number of sender is increase than the
problem of congestion is also occurred.

Fig 6: Remove Congestion Problem
By increasing the number of sender the problem of
congestion is also increase. In this two algorithms is apply
first is Random Early Detection Algorithm & Second is
Window Sliding Algorithm. Random Early Detection
Algorithm is use to decrease the probability of congestion
problem before occurrence. In this before the occurrence of
congestion, Messages is sends to the nodes. After receiving
this massage node stop to send the packets. If the problem is
occurred than by using
Window Sliding algorithm, we remove the congestion
problem. Window Sliding algorithm is use to divide in to
small packets due to which congestion not occurred

Fig 7: Packet Delivery Ratio
In this X-axis represent the Time and Y-axis represent the
Bytes send over the network. This figure is use to represent
the Packet Delivery Ratio. Packet Delivery Ratio is defined
as the number of packet deliver with respect to time. Is has
clear from graph that PDR with improved red protocol
(represented with red line) is high as compare to other one.

Fig 8 Throughput
This figure is use to represent the Throughput. Throughput
is defined as the number of packet delivered successfully
over the network. Is has clear from graph that throughput
with improved red protocol (represented with red line) is
high as compare to other one.
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Fig 9 Packet Delay
This figure is use to represent the Packet Delay. Packet
Delay is defined as the Delay between packets during
transmission. Is has clear from graph that packet delay with
improved red protocol (represented with red line) is less
(almost zero) as compare to other one.

Fig 10 Packet Loss
This figure is use to represent the Loss of packets. Loss is
defined as the number of packet loss when we transfer
packets over the network. Is has clear from graph that
packet loss with improved red protocol (represented with
red line) is less (almost zero) as compare to other one.
CONCLUSION
MANET uses wireless connection between nodes. MANETs
have been focused for many years but still it is main area for
research due to its challenges. Various types of attacks and
problem like congestion are major reasons for its existence
in research. Various attacks are DOS attack, blackhole
attack, greyhole attack, wormhole attack, Sybil attack,
fabrication attack and replay attack etc. congestion occurs
when demand is greater than available resources. This
problem is avoided by RED (random early detection)
scheme in the work. We have tried to remove congestion by
using improved random early detection scheme but the
difference is, we using window size approach which
indirectly solves the denial of service attack. This approach
doubles the security because if DOS is due to the
retransmissions or replays then it can be detected by keep
check on messages.
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